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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 1 -- [How My Voice Was Dying - A.K.] 

Date 1:1966 

Date 2: 

Description Summary:Beginning tape of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in (monologue) story form. This 
series is divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. 
Side A is part of "My mother's romance" (Part I) which includes a 
prologue, family history, and father. Side Bis a continuation of 
Part II, "The Quail and the Lunatic]" including Roob, Old songs from 
A.K.'s chilhood, Rubato and Smierdzionka. 

Amount:1 in. 

Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

Personal:a. Kulsiewicz, Bronowicz. 

Geographic: 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement: thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, side A & B. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUM1A, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. Thus, the information in actuality found on 
two tapes (e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard 
index as being on one tape only (e.g., JUM1). To make things a bit 
more complicated, the order of information does not occur 
consequatively on the tape pairs. For example, information found 



• 

under JUMl, Side A of A.K.'s hard copy index might be found oms» 
A of JUMI and continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMI' 
as one might expect. This should be understood for nearly all of 
the tapes in the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks:The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:6 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM lA I Date 1:1966 

Date 2: 

Description Swmnary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is a 
continuation of "My mother's romance" (Part I) which includes 
Marriage troubles, and Step-mother's Dream. Side B is the 
beginning of Part II, "The Quail and the Lunatic" including Quail, 
and Live Wires. 

Amount:1 in. 

Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

Personal:A. Kulsiewicz 

Geographic: 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

I 

I 
Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, side A & B. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this, series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUMl, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. Thus, the information in actuality found on 
two tapes (e.g., JUMI and JUMIA){is listed by A.K. in his hard 
index as being on one tape only (e.g., JUM1). To make things a bit 
more complicated, the order of information does not occur 
consequatively on the tape pairs. For example, information found 



I 
under JUMl, Side A of A.K.'s hard copy index might be found on Side 
A of JUMI and continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl 
as one might expect. This should be understood for nearly all of 
the tapes in the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks :The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:6 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski I 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 2 

Date 1:1966 

Date 2: 

t 
l 

Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying)., In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is a 
continuation of "Fascinating Labyrinth" (Part III) which includes 
"Z ogrodowej altany," Whistling, Czardasz, "Tu jedna mam nozke," 
"Zdrowas Maryja," tabumm, The freedom of improvisation, Hadyn's 
"Lobzowianie". Following, is the beginning of Part IV, "Meager 
Ripening," including "Ty jestes moim slonkiem." Side B is a 
continuation of Part V, "Carreer" including Cioci Helli, Wujio Ali, 
and Children's songs . 

.Amount:l in. 

Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

Personal:A. Kulsiewicz 

Geographic: 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, side A & B. 

Language l:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

I 
Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUM1A, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. Thus, the information in actuality found on 
two tapes (e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard 

I 



index as being on one tape only (e.g., JUM1). To make things a bit 
more complicated, the order of information does not occur 
consequatively on the tape pairs. \For example, information found 
under JUMl, Side A of A.K.'s hard copy index might be found on Side 
A of JUMl and continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl 
as one might expect. This should be understood for nearly all of 
the tapes in the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:6 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 2A 

Date 1:1966 

Date 2: 

Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying) In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is a 
continuation of Part V, " Career, 11 which includes "Wajnka, 11 "Ila 11 
(tango), Gestapo, "Ciribiri-bera," and Balkan Tour. Side Bis the 
beginning of Part III, "Fascinatin Labyrinth," including Gypsy 
orchestra, Gypsy sounds, A.K's fisrt performance with the gypsies, 
Fear of the Gypsies, and Ecstasy. 

Amount:l in. 

Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

Personal:a. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic: 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic I 
Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, side A & B. 

Language l:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. Thus, the information in actuality found on 
two tapes (e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard 
index as being on one tape only (e.g., JUM1). To make things a bit 
more complicated, the order of information does not occur 

I 
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consequatively on the tape pairs. I For example, information found 
under JUMl, Side A of A.K.'s hard copy index might be found on Side 
A of JUMl and continued on Side A ·of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl 
as one might expect. This should be understood for nearly all of 
the tapes in the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:6 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub-Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 3 

Date 1:1966 

Date 2: ' 
Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is 
the beginning of Part VI, "Film Troubles" which includes "Lima," 
Crazy career, and My mother's grave Side B is the continuation of 
Part V, "Career" including Bagatelle, "Kegnaj mi," "To ty i ja," 
and "Lima". I 

Amount: 1 in. 1 
Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

Personal:a. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic: 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Very good sound quality, side A 
& B. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

I 
Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMIA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. Thus, the information in actuality found on 
two tapes (e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard 
index as being on one tape only (e.g., JUM1). To make things a bit 
more complicated, the order of information does not occur 



I 
consequatively on the tape pairs. For example, information found 
under JUMl, Side A of A.K.'s hard copy index might be found on Side 
A of JUMl and continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl 
as one might expect. This should be understood for nearly all of 
the tapes in the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:6 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 3A 

I Date 1:1966 

Date 2: 

Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is a 
continuation of Part V, "Career" which includes Tirnowa, Ambition, 
and Bagatelle. Side B is a continuation of Part VI, "Film 
Troubles" including My mother's grave, Vienna, Whistling, Various 
whistling techniques he learned, and "Ptasznik.". 

Amount:l in. 

Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

Personal:a. Kulsiewicz. 

1 

Geographic: 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Very good sound quality, side A 
& B. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 
I 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this· series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., Juml 
and JUMlA). Thus, the information1in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed by]A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . To make things a bit more 



I 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might be found on Side A of JUMl and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:6 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski I 

I 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub-Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 4 

Date 1:1966 

Date 2: 

i 
f 

Description Summary:Continuation Of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying)! In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is a 
continuation0 of Part VI, "Film Troubles," which includes 1938 Film 
Career, Vienna, "Die Alten Strasse:d," Czardasz Dying, and Knocking 
out his teeth. Side Bis the beginning of Part VIII, "Chorus from 
the Depths of Hell" including 1940, Baumkotter, Marose wize, 
Fortune teller . 

.Amount:l in. 

Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

Personal:a. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic: 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, side A & B. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

I 
Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl and 
JUMIA). Thus, the information in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMI and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . To make things a bit more 

I 
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complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUM1, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might#be found on Side A of JUMl and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:6 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
l 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub-Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 
File Unit Title:JUM 4A 

Date 1:1966 

Date 2: I 
Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying); In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is 
Part VII, "The Year 1939," which covers A.K's return to Poland, his 
stay in Vienna, joining the circus ,I and the song, "Shanghai." This 
is followed by the beginning of Part VII, "Chorus from the Depths 
of Hell" which includes the year 1940. Side Bis a continuation of 
Part VI, "Film Troubles" including Bronowicz's death, Czechs, 
Belgium, the Do-re-mi Agency, and the Lord of Cambridge. 

Amount:l in. 

Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

, 

t 
Personal:a. Kulsiewicz, Bronowicz.] 

Geographic: 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement: thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Very good sound quality, side A 
& B. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g. JUMl and 
JUMlA) . Thus, the information in actuality found on two tapes 



,. I 
(e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed byA.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might/be found on Side A of JUMl and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for the majority of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:13 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub-Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 5 

I Date 1:1964 

Date 2:1966? 

Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Part of this 
tape, however, seems to be a copy of a Polish Radio broadcast 
during which A.K. performed and discussed various camp songs. Side 
A is a discussion of the "Juddischer Todessang." Side B is the 
performance of "Juddischer Todessang" with guitar accompaniment, 
followed by a continuation of Part VIII, "Chorus from the depths of 
hell, 11 which is a literary fantasy based on certain events A.K. 
experienced while at Sachsenhausen. This literary fantasy includes 
the Fortune Teller. 

Amount:l in. 

Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

Personal:a. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic: 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

I 
I 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, side A & B. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2:German 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

I 
Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMIA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
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and JUMlA). Thus, the information in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMI and JUMlA) is listed byA.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might/be found on Side A of JUMI and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood) for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks :The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:13 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 

I 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 5 PA l 
Date 1:1964 i Date 2:1966 

Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Part of this 
tape, however, seems to be a copy of a Polish Radio broadcast 
during which A.K. performed and discussed various camp songs. Side 
A is a recording of A.K. performing "Germania" (accord. accomp.), 
"Pozegnanie Adolfa" (w/ guitar), "Maminsynek" (w/ guit.), "Repeta" 
(guit.), "Zimno, panie" (guit.), "Byla umnie" (guit.), and "Wielka 
Wygrana" (accord.). Side B is continuation of Part VIII, "Chorus 
from the depths of hell," which is a literary fantasy based on 
certain events A.K. experienced while at Sachsenhausen. This is 
followed by Part IX, "Erika," which is also a literary fantasy 
including sub-titles, Confession, House of the SS man, Horoscopes, 
Al tana, Protection, and Letters. This particular segment is 
continued on reel-to-reel NPR VII B/l. 

Amount:1 in. I 
Subjects:music, biography, concentration camps - music. 

T 

Corporate: 

Personal:A. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, side A & B. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2:German 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 



their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes make up tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMlA). Thus, the information in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMI and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUM1, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might/be found on Side A of JUMI and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:17 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 6 I Date 1:1966 

Date 2: 

Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is a 
continuation of Part X, "Siesta", a literary fantasy based on 
certain events A.K. experienced]while at Sachsenhausen. It 
includes sub-titles, Erika, Bom15ensucher, Bathroom, and "Ich 
Tanze." This is followed by Part XI, "The Agony,"-- also a literary 
fantasy including, Vera, Hunger, Two Romances, and Erika's 
Coming. Side Bis blank. 

Amount:l in. I 
Subjects:music, biography, concentration camp - music. 

Corporate: 

Personal:a. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

i 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Very good sound quality, side A 
& B. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2:German 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

J 
Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMIA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMlA). Thus, the information in actuality found on two tapes 



(e.g., JUMI and JUMlA) is listed by]A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might be found on Side A of JUMl and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks :The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:17 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 

I 
I 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 7 

Date 1:1966 

Date 2: I 
Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A, 
however, is an article by A. Stronski recorded in 1979. This 
recording, #477, includes both German and Polish segments. Side B 
is a continuation of Part X, "Siesta" which is a literary fantasy 
based on certain events A.K. experienced while at Sachsenhausen. 
This literary fantasy includes further discussion about Erika and 
Vera. 

Amount:1 in. 

Subjects:music, biography 

Corporate: 

Personal:A. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic I 
Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Side A, very poor sound quality. 
Side B, fair sound quality. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2:German 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUM1A, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMIA). Thus, the information\in actuality found on two tapes 

I 



I 
(e.g., JUMI and JUMlA) is listed by]A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUM1) . To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUM1, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might@be found on Side A of JUMI and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not{on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:17 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 

I 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 7A 

Date 1:1966 

Date 2:1969 

Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A of 
this tape, however, seems to be simply a recording of A.K. 
performing various camp songs such as "Mister C," "Byla u mnie," 
"Muzalman," Choral," and "Pieciu zl Sachsenhausen." Side B is the 
beginning of Part X, "Siesta," which is a literary fantasy based on 
certain events A.K. experienced while at Sachsenhausen. This 
literary fantasy includes a further development of "Vera" and 
"Erika" and can best be described as a sensual/pseudo-erotic 
narrative. 

Amount:l in. I 
Subjects:music, biography, women, women SS guards 

Corporate: 

Personal:A. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, side B. Side 
A, very poor sound quality. Playing time: approx. 1.5 hours. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2:German 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz • 
Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this} series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUM1A, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 



I 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUM1A). Thus, the information\in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl). To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might,be found on Side A of JUMl and 
continued on Side A of JUM1A, not'/on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:30 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 

I 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub-Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 7B 

Date 1:1969 

Date 2: I 
Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying)} In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A of 
this tape, however, seems to be simply a working recording of A.K. 
performing various camp songs (with guitar accomp.) such as 
"Notturno 1941," "Sen o Pokoju," TByla u mnie," "Muzulman," and 
"Pieciu z Sachsenhausen." Side B is a continuation of Part X, 
"Siesta," which is a literary fantasy based on certain events A.K. 
experienced while at Sachsenhausen. This literary fantasy includes 
a further development of "Vera" j and "Erika" and can best be 
described as a sensual/pseudo-erotic narrative. 

Amount:l in. 1 

Subjects:music, -biography, women, women SS guards 

Corporate: 

Personal:A. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Poor sound quality, sides A & B. 
Playing time: approx. 1.5 hours. 

Language l:Polish 

Language 2:German 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUM1A, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 

I 



omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMlA). Thus, the information\in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMI and JUMlA) is listed byA.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might}be found on Side A of JUMl and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks:The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:30 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski t 



I 
ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel [tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 8 I Date 1:1966 

Date 2: I 
Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying) In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. JUM8 was 
recorded on 14 Nov 1966. Side A of this tape is a duplicate copy 
of the Prologue/Introduction found@on Side A of JUMI. The rest of 
Side A is blank. Side B is a continuation of Part XI, "Agony," 
which is a literary fantasy based on certain events A.K. 
experienced while at Sachsenhausen. This literary fantasy includes 
a further development of "Erika" and can best be described as a 
sensual/pseudo-erotic narrative. Side B also contains the 
beginning of Part XII, "The Damned Years," which deals with A.K.'s 
return to Poland from Sachsenhausen, his first jobs, and his first 
and unhappy marriage to Elizabeth} his abandonment of her after 
news of her pregnancy, and his subsequent move to Prague where he 
worked with blind patients teaching them to play the guitar. A.k. 
also mentions the three month period when he himself was blind 
after having contracted a contagious disease from a SS guard dog he 
was ordered to care for while at Sachsenhausen. 

Amount:l in. 1 
Subjects:music, -biography, women, women SS guards 

Corporate: 

Personal:A. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Very poor sound quality, sides A 
& B. Playing time: approx. 1.0 hours. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2:German 



j 
Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMIA). Thus, the information@in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMI and JUM1A) is listed by]A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . · To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might#be found on Side A of JUMI and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood] for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. ' 

Notes/Remarks : The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 

" at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:30 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 

t 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub-Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 8A t 
Date 1: 19 6 • I 
Date 2: 

Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying); In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into various parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is a 
continuation of Part XII, "The Damned Years," which is about A.K. 
during his stay in Prague and the} various women he dated. A.K. 
also sings Czech and Polish pop songs with guitar accomp. during 
this segment. They include: "Czarny Jim," "Lima," "Prsi, prsi," 
"Anicka, dusicka," "Na kopecku stala," and "Zdalo mi se." Side B 
is a continuation of Part XII, "The Damned Years." This segment 
contains a discussion of A.K.'s pre-war film experience, his first 
broadcast in Prague, and his first verse written in Czech. A.K. 
also talks about Polish Radio consistently rejecting him. The 
remainder of Side Bis blank. 

Amount:1 in. I 
Subjects:music, -biography, poetry 

Corporate: 

Personal:A. Kulsiewicz. 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic I 
Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, sides A & B. 
Playing time: approx. 1.0 hours. 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2:Czech 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 
I 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 



I 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUM1A, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMIA). Thus, the information@in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl). To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might be found on Side A of JUMl and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information pr~tided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. I. Someone with Czech language 
knowledge should review this tape for the Czech contents. 

Catalog Date:30 Jul 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 

f 1 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 9 

Date 1:1968 

Date 2:1970 I 
Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak urnieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into several parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is 
Part XXX, "IEST-1968," which concerns the German festival IEST in 
1968, A.K.'s preparations for that[festival, A.K.'s 50th birthday, 
and his discovery that he had diabetes. A.K. also discusses his 
impressions of the festival and his repertoire. Finally, A.K. 
mentions that the neck of his guitar had been broken three times by 
1968. Side B is a continuation of Part XXX, "IEST-1968," 
(International Essen Sang Tag). A.K. talks more about the concert, 
people that he met, and the Polish Christmas carol with changed 
text (Chlebe w kolo) that he also sings. A.K. then mentions his 
aspirations to record Polish folk songs for fear that they will be 
forgotten and lost to future generations. A.K. sings among other 
folk song fragments "Nie plac o mnie" and "Jestem sobie chlopak 
mlody" and provides commentary about them. Finally, A.K. mentions 
a verse that he wrote which he believes represents his life: "I 
have come to this world to share with you pain, as others have come 
to share pleasure, with the same passion others express when 
hoarding their gold." f 
Amount:1 in. 

Subjects:music, 
celebrations. 

Corporate: 

-biography, poetry, -Christian religious 

I 
Personal:A. Kulsiewicz, Martin Degenhardt, Ralph Kaiser, Carsten 
Linde. 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Poor sound quality, sides A & B. 
Playing time: approx. 4.0 hours 



Language 1:Polish 

Language 2:German 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz j 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMlA). Thus, the information in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed by,A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might}be found on Side A of JUMI and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks:The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. [Someone with German language 
knowledge should review this tape for the German contents. 

Catalog Date:13 August 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub-Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 10 

Date 1:1971 

Date 2: 

Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying)} In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into several parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is 
Part XXVIII, "It came to be 1971," which concerns A.K.'s life and 
family troubles. A.K. mentions his divorce from Barbara Severin, 
the woman who mothered Krzysztof Kulisiewicz, which was official at 
the end of 1970 and the death of his step-mother Francziszka caused 
by cancer at the beginning of 1971. A.K. talks more about his 
lover, Emilia Urbanska, and about the various affairs that his 
step-mother had. A.K. also mentions a step-sister and the names of 
several in-laws of whom he was not favorable. Side A also contains 
Part XXIX, "My Father's Agony," where A.K. talks about his father 
who died less than a year before his step-mother of the same 
cancer. Side B is a continuation of Part XXIX, "My Father's 
Agony." A.K. discusses his father's last hours before his death at 
the hospital and his feelings towards his father at that time. 
A.K. then talks about his own sons{Marek, Roman, and Krzysztof and 
his two half-sisters. Part XXX, "The Funeral" concerns the funeral 
of A.K.'s father and is actually a second, not-related Part XXX. 
The first Part XXX that A.K. creates is "IEST-68" found on JUM9. 

.Amount:1 in. 

Subjects:music, -biography. 

Corporate: I 
Personal:A. Kulsiewicz, Severins, Kulisiewiczes, Urbanska. 

Geographic:Cieszyn 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Poor sound quality, sides A & B. 
Playing time: approx. 3.0 hours 

Language 1:Polish 



Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUM1, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMlA). Thus, the information in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMI and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . · To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might,~e found on Side A of JUMl and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not- on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:13 August 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub--Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 11 

Date 1:1971 

Date 2: I 
Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying). In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into several parts with their own sub-titles. Side A is 
Part XXX, "The Fun eral," which concerns A.K.'s father and his 
father's funeral as well as A.K. 'smother. A.K. also mentions that 
he is uncertain whether his birthdate is 10 or 7 September 1918. 
Side A also contains Part XXXI, "Moscow - 1971," which is a 
discussion of A.K.'s impressions of Moscow while he was there on a 
concert tour, for the making of hislfilm, and for a Radio interview 
in 1971. Side B is a continuation]of Part XXXI, "Moscow - 1971." 
Along with commentary about his stay, A.K. performs "Wieczerny 
Dzwon" a cappella, "W poliach," and "Za lagrem" with guitar. 

Amount:l in. 

Subjects:music, -biography. 

Corporate: 

Personal:Kulsiewicz, Sarapkin, 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 

I 
I 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Good sound quality, sides A & B. 
Playing time: approx. 3.0 hours 

Language 1:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 

I 
Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this] series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 



} 

tape (i.e., JUMl, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 
omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMIA). Thus, the information\in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMl and JUMlA) is listed by A.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl). To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUM1, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might#be found on Side A of JUMI and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:13 August 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
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ALEKSANDER KULISIEWICZ COLLECTION 

Sub-Collection Title:Reel-to-reel tape recording 

File Unit Title:JUM 12 

Date 1:1971 

Date 2: I 
Description Summary:Continuation of a series titled "Jak umieral 
moj glos" (How my voice was dying)., In this series A.K. discusses 
various biographical information in story form. This series is 
divided into several parts with their own sub-titles. Recorded on 
18 November 1971, Side B is Part XXXI, "Moscow - 1971," which is a 
discussion of A.K.'s impressions of Moscow while he was there on a 
concert tour along with a discussion of the concert itself. A.K. 
also talks about his difficulties with his in-laws, the Severins. 
The remainder of Side Bis blank. Side A is a continuation of Part 
XXXI, "Moscow - 1971." Besides A.K.'s commentary about his stay and 
his film, he mentions the possibility of a film to be produced in 
Poland. 

Amount:l in. 

Subjects:music, -biography. 

Corporate: 

Personal:A. Kulsiewicz, Severins. 

Geographic:Sachsenhausen 

Material type:audiotape 

Form:reel-to-reel tape 

Arrangement:thematic 
I 
I 

Physical Condition:case covered with coal dust. Tape very fragile 
and should be used with caution. Poor tape quality. Playing time: 
approx. 3.0 hours 

Language l:Polish 

Language 2: 

Originator/Creator:A. Kulisiewicz 
I 

Finding Aids:Hard copy index of cassette tapes included in 
collection donor file. However, this index is of limited use as 
their are several tapes in this series, JUM, which were not 
included. Many of the tapes in this series are followed by an "A" 
tape (i.e., JUMl, JUMlA, JUM2, JUM2A, JUM3, JUM3A, etc.) which A.K. 

I 



omitted in his index. These tapes create tape pairs (e.g., JUMl 
and JUMIA). Thus, the information#in actuality found on two tapes 
(e.g., JUMl and JUM1A) is listed byA.K. in his hard index as being 
on one tape only (e.g., JUMl) . To make things a bit more 
complicated, the order of information does not occur consequatively 
on the tape pairs. For example, information found under JUMl, Side 
A of A.K.'s hard copy index might be found on Side A of JUMl and 
continued on Side A of JUMlA, not on Side B of JUMl as one might 
expect. This should be understood for nearly all of the tapes in 
the JUM series. 

Notes/Remarks: The information provided on this tape series is 
relevant to A.K.'s life but not necessarily only to his internment 
at Sachsenhausen during WWII. 

Catalog Date:13 August 1992 

Cataloger: Barbara Milewski 
I 4 
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